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About This Game

The story puts you in James Sullivan's shoes. A programmer at Red Zone 44 Security Inc. His main job at the company is to
develop firewall algorithms to ensure the security of the clients servers. James is fascinated by numerology and has developed an

obsession for various numbers and their meaning.

Due to his job, someone decides to change his life forever by forcing him to reconsider his priorities and the important things in
his life. Play as James as you try to survive and return to your normal life as a changed person. But what if you can't? Is

everything you accomplished gone forever?
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Title: Legend of Miro
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
VisualPath, IndieVision Studio
Publisher:
VisualPath
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB Video RAM, Shader model 3.0 or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: Integrated Graphic Cards may require additional memory.
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Cannot believe I spent $15 on what could be a Free To Play game.. Under Leaves is a beautiful, hidden object game with a
soothing soundscape and simple play mechanism. The game does not take long to complete (I've played through twice in my
first go), but it is charming and relaxing. I think that this would be a terrific game for children, particularly to join with your
child and play together. As an adult, this will get replayed more for the calming effect than for a challenge.. For an Early Access
game, Doorways seems to be done very well. I can't wait for them to release the other acts to follow after this one of course. It's
more of a psychological horror because it puts things in places that aren't really there as per typical psychological horror games.
The lighting plays a big part in this game and seems to be done very well in using it.. Full disclaimer: I played this game during
its development phase.

When I first heard of this game it immediately intrigued me, my main problem with having friends play on my Vive was that I
as the owner would just be spectating, this game changes that.

In short, this is a puzzle game that requires both the PC player and the VR player to work together to solve puzzles. While there
aren't too many levels out yet, the concept is certainly there and I hope there will be more added levels during the course of
Early Access.

The graphics are pretty good, and the maps have plenty of VR-oriented material. You can pick up random props as is enjoyable
to do in any VR game, but this time you can throw them at youf friends.

All in all I'd definitely recommend this game, and I look forward to see more levels.. the best game ive ever played !!!!
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worth the £1.99

its fun arcade type of game.. This game is amazing... if you can get around the terrible, unintuitive, and buggy UI as well as it's
complete lack of explaination of the game mechanics.

Basically, this game is a lot like Settlers of Catan. You build cities, you get points, player with the most points win. However,
this games strength is the complete lack of dice rolls and RNG that enhances the skill cap rather than hampers it.

For instance:
In Settlers of Catan, you can get absolutely screwed and play a game where the diceroll never lands on the resource you need.
In Terra Mystica, however, you don't have those streaks of bad luck. Resources are determined by your buildings. Everything
you do is left entirely up to you, meaning there is no sense of getting screwed by RNG that you ocassionally find in similar
games.

However, the game is incredibly complicated with 5 or 6 separte layers that all need detailed explaination and the game does a
pretty poor job of explaining it to you. Hell, I still don't understand how the 3 power pools work. But after a few rounds most of
the game should make sense.

Get this game if:

You don't mind one of the worst and most frustrating UIs you've ever seen.

Learning the games incredibly complex mechanics by trial and error.

Have friends to play it with who enjoy deep strategy.

Avoid it if:

This is your first deep strategy board game.

You don't want to sink multiple rounds just to figure out how to play.

You're just planning to play against the AI.

I, personally, love it and my girlfriend and I have a blast trying to come up with cool strategies but the actual polish on this game
is very, very poor.. You should only use this program on an older pc. Esp manufacturers who no longer give out updates and you
went from windows 7 to windows 10. graphic drivers should always be downloaded from amd, intel, or nvidia and you should
also rely on your manufacturer first since they tested the drivers first for their products. I remember Hp telling us that they no
longer would test updates for computers before 2010. So I no longer bought from hp and now I have a better computer. But I
used this program on my older pc so it will be more compatiable with windows 10. Use at your own risk and back up drivers.
Use common sense.. it has cars and unknown disconnects when i want to login or play. Great card game with beautiful design
and really big stack of cards. Pay special attention to the fact that its honest and does not ask you any more money or donations
for any possible powerups - so the price you pay is final. There are daily events, tasks, side missions - big game.
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